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Abstract—Existing pedestrian re-identification methods based
on deep learning have achieved good results under constrained
conditions. However, there exist some challenges including large
human pose variations, viewpoint changes, severe occlusions and
imprecise detection of persons. So we present a Hard/Soft hybrid
Attention Network (HSAN) that combines pose information and
attention mechanism to deal with the challenges. Our model
includes two main parts: Pose-guided Hard Attention (PHA) and
Regional Soft Attention (RSA). PHA uses the keypoints generated
by pose estimation to enhance the foreground information,
and RSA is learned to eliminate the background clutter. We
extract reliable features and locate discriminative regions by
using these two modules to handle occlusions, pose changes
and background noises. We conduct a lot of experiments on
public datasets including DukeMTMC-ReID, Market-1501, and
CUHK03, and the results show that our method achieves state-
of-the-art performance.

Index Terms—person re-identification, attention model, com-
puter vision, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Person re-identification (ReID) has become an essential

task 5of computer vision. As described in Fig. 1, ReID

is defined as using computer vision algorithms to find the

same target under multiple cameras. Given query image and

gallery set, ReID model ranks the gallery images based on

the similarity score between gallery set and query set. ReID

has many applications such as intelligent transportation, video

surveillance, and human-computer interaction. Hence, it is

imperative to implement thorough study on ReID.

ReID has attracted more and more attention. In general,

there are two main approaches for ReID. One approach treats
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Fig. 1. The illustration and main challenges of person re-identification. The
images in the first row are from Market-1501 dataset, and the images in the
second row are from DukeMTMC-ReID dataset.

the ReID problem as a classification problem that is solved

by predicting the ID of image, and is called representation

learning [1]. Another approach aims to learn the similarity

between two images through the network which is input image

pairs, and is called discriminative distance metric learning [2].

In the early ReID research, lots of works focused on global

feature for person retrieval. Later, it was found that global

feature meets a bottleneck, because global feature ignores

the fine-grained image characteristics. Recent articles have

focused more on learning local feature and got better results

[1], [3]. However, there are still many difficulties for the ReID

task.

Fig. 1 shows the main problems of ReID. There are many
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human pose variations in the ReID datasets since person is

non-rigid object. And because the ReID task is completed

under multiple cameras, there will be different perspectives for

the same target. The imprecise detection of persons will lead

to pedestrian misalignment, which affects the performance of

ReID. Some works try to solve these challenges by using

semantic information such as human pose estimation [4], [5].

Although these methods lead to performance improvement

to some degree, there are obvious issues, e.g., because pose

informations are not fully utilized, there are still redundant

background information and interferences in feature maps.

There are also a few works that use attention mechanism to

reduce the negative impacts from these challenges [6], [7]. N-

evertheless, these works are unable to locate the discriminative

regions and utilize the pixel-level information. To solve these

problems, we should make full use of pose information and

attention mechanism.

In this work, we make some improvements on feature

extraction for ReID. We propose a Hard/Soft hybrid Atten-

tion Network (HSAN) that combines pose information and

attention mechanism to deal with the above difficulties. HSAN

consists of two main parts: Pose-guided Hard Attention (PHA)

and Regional Soft Attention (RSA). PHA uses the keypoints

generated by pose estimation to enhance the foreground in-

formation, and is utilized to calibrate poor detections. RSA is

applied to weaken the background noise, and it is added to not

only global branch but also part branch, taking into account

the global-level and part-level attention at the same time. In

order to verify the effectiveness of our method, we implement

extensive experiments on three public datasets.

The remainders of this paper are organized as follows. In

Section II, we propose a review on related works of ReID. In

Section III, we describe the details of our unified framework

and the proposed attention modules. In Section IV, we evaluate

our model on multiple datasets and analyze our method by

ablation study. Finally, the conclusion is draw in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

With the development of deep learning, some deep learning

methods for ReID have achieved good results with high iden-

tification rates. These methods mainly include representation

learning and discriminative metric learning. The representation

learning method focuses on getting characteristics of pedestri-

ans under different cameras, while the discriminative distance

metric learning method focuses on learning the distance metric

that maximizes matching accuracy.

Recent articles have focused not only on learning global

feature that may omit pixel-level details, but also on learn-

ing local feature [1], [3]. Though part-based ReID models

have achieved competitive performance, there are still many

problemes to be solved. Some works introduce human pose

estimation information to improve performance for ReID. For

example, Xu et al. [4] present a Pose-guided Part Attention

(PPA) module to mask out needless background noise. Wei et

al. [5] present a Global-Local-Alignment Descriptor (GLAD)

to generate discriminative character representation for solving

Fig. 2. The structure of HSAN. HSAN has two main parts: PHA module
and RSA module. The PHA module aims to enhance the foreground features
by producing Hard Mask. The RSA module aims to weaken the background
noises by producing Soft Mask. F1, F2 and F3 are the feature maps of
each stage. F3 is operated by Global Average Pooling (GAP) to obtain
component features P1. And the soft mask is also operated by GAP to get the
regional attention masks. Each regional attention mask multiplies each stripe
of component features P1 to get feature maps P2. F3 is also operated by
Global Average Pooling (GAP) to obtain global features G1. Both P2 and
G1 are operated respectively by dimension reduction to acquire P3 and G2.
Finally all stripes of P3 and G2 are input respectively to a classifier.

misalignment and pose change problems. However, these

methods only use semantic information to roughly separate

foreground and background. They do not take into account the

part-level attention and fine-grained information. Some works

do not leverage cues from semantic parts. For example, Zheng

et al. [6] present a Pedestrian Alignment Network (PAN) that

makes use of attention mechanism to obtain reliable features.

Zhang et al. [7] achieve the corresponding alignment of two

pedestrians by computing the shortest distance between two

local-feature sets. Nevertheless, these methods usually bring

in redundant background noise to feature map, and result in

inaccurate matches.

Inspired by the above methods, we propose an HSAN model

to solve these difficulties. We present PHA module that uses

pose feature to enhance foreground feature. We also present

RSA module that uses soft attention mechanism to weaken the

background information which is useless. We combine hard

and soft attention so as to improve the performance of ReID.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we mainly introduce the Hard/Soft hybrid

Attention Network (HSAN) and its two components: PHA

module and RSA module.

A. Hard/Soft Hybrid Attention Network (HSAN)

As described in Fig. 1, given the query image and gallery

set, our task is to train a ReID model that is used to rank

images of gallery set in accordance with similarity scores

between gallery set and the query image.

In this work, we present HSAN to fulfil the ReID task. See

Fig. 2, our backbone network mainly includes base network

that is used to generate feature maps and pose estimation

network that is used to obtain the keypoints of input images.

Because ResNet-50 has relatively terse architecture and is

widely used for ReID task, it is used as our base network.
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Fig. 3. The visualization of keypoints and hard attention. The keypoints are
generated by pose estimation network. And hard attention mask is gained
through the post-processing of keypoints.

And we make some minor modifications to the base network

as in PCB [1], deleting the original GAP layer and the parts

after GAP. In addition, we take no downsampling in the last

convolutional layer. The base network is followed by PHA

and RSA modules. The PHA module aims to enhance the

reliability of features by using pose information. And the

RSA module aims to locate the discriminative region by using

attention mechanism. We describe the PHA module in Section

III-B and RSA module in Section III-C in detail.

Feature map F3 is operated by Global Average Pooling

(GAP) to obtain global features G1 and component features

P1. In particular, HSAN divides F3 evenly into 6 horizontal

stripes by using GAP. Afterwards, both P2 in local branch and

G1 in global branch that are 2048-d are operated respectively

by dimension reduction to acquire P3 and G2. Each stripe of

P3 or G2 is set to 256-d and is input respectively to a classifier

for predicting the target ID. And we implement all classifiers

by FC layer and loss function.

B. Pose-guided Hard Attention Module

We use a pose estimation network to extract the pose in-

formation of pedestrians. And the Stacked Hourglass Network

[8] is used as pose estimation network, which is trained on

COCO dataset [9] to obtain 17 keypoints for ReID task. There

exists pedestrian misalignment due to imprecise detection,

which affects effectiveness of the part-based model. To weaken

negative effect of misalignment, we employ keypoints to

preprocess the input images.

In the PHA module, we also use keypoints to enhance

the reliability of foreground features. Due to the distribution

deviation between Re-ID and pose estimation datasets, and

poor generalization performance of the pose estimation model

across datasets, most methods [4] [5] that use pose information

to divide pedestrian parts is not effective. Therefore, we con-

sider to convert keypoint information into attention mechanis-

m. When the pose estimation model fails, the performance of

the model will not become worse. The specific implementation

is shown as below. The coordinate (xi, yi) of keypoint Ki is

mapped into the feature map F1 that is generated by base

network, which can be denoted by

(x′i, y
′
i) = (λ1xi, λ2yi), (1)

Fig. 4. Structure of the Soft Attention Network. It is part of Regional Soft
Attention (RSA) module and is used to generate Soft Mask.

where λ1 and λ2 are the proportionality coefficient between

the sizes of original images and feature maps. And (x′i, y
′
i) is

the mapped location of keypoint Ki. Then the heat maps H
are generated according to the mapped keypoints K ′, Hi is

computed by the following formula

Hi = Binarization(Gaussian(K ′
i, σ), thres), (2)

where Gaussian is used to generate a Gaussian mask accord-

ing to the central position K ′
i and standard deviation σ of the

Gaussian, and σ is set to 16. And Binarization is applied

to binarize the Gaussian mask with the threshold value thres,

the thres is set to 0.8. Because there are 17 keypoints, we can

obtain 17 heat maps. The final Hard Mask Maskh is given

by

Maskh = Norm(

17∑
i=1

Hi), (3)

where Norm denotes the normalization operation for the

summation of all heat maps H . We apply Maskh to mask

feature map F1, and then hard attention feature map F2 is

represented as

F2 = F1

⊗
Maskh

⊕
F1, (4)

where
⊗

and
⊕

denote element-wise multiplication and sum-

mation, respectively. We enhance information about regions of

interest through the hard attention.

C. Regional Soft Attention Module

In the RSA module, we utilize attention mechanism to extract

reliable features and locate discriminative regions. As shown

in Fig. 4, the Soft Mask Masks is computed by the following

formula

Masks = Sigmoid(BN(Conv(ReLU(Conv(F2))))), (5)

where the two Conv operators denote convolutional function,

ReLU and Sigmoid refer to activation function, and BN
refers to Batch Normalization. As described in Fig. 2, we apply

Soft Mask to mask the feature map F2,

F3 = F2

⊗
Masks

⊕
F2. (6)

Soft Mask Masks assigns weights to the channels of feature

map F2 according to preference of channels.

As Fig. 2 shows, Soft Mask is not only added to the

backbone network, but also the network of local branch. For

each stripe P i1 of local feature maps P1, the RSA module
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS AND OUR REID MODEL ON MARKET-1501 AND DUKEMTMC-REID DATASETS.

Method
Market-1501 DukeMTMC-reID

mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10
HA-CNN [17] 75.7 91.2 - - 63.8 80.5 - -

DaRe [18] 76.0 89.0 - - 64.5 80.2 - -
DuATM [19] 76.6 91.4 97.1 99.0 64.6 81.8 90.2 95.4
PABR [20] 79.6 91.7 96.9 98.1 69.3 84.4 92.2 93.8

DNN CRF [21] 81.6 93.5 97.7 - 69.5 84.9 92.3 -
PCB+RPP [1] 81.6 93.8 97.5 98.5 69.2 83.3 90.5 92.5

Mancs [22] 82.3 93.1 - - 71.8 84.9 - -
SPReID [23] 83.4 93.7 97.6 98.4 73.3 86.0 93.0 94.5

Ours 86.3 95.0 98.0 98.6 77.9 88.1 93.9 95.9
DaRe (RR) [18] 86.7 90.9 - - 80.0 84.4 - -
PABR (RR) [20] 89.9 93.4 96.4 97.4 83.9 88.3 93.1 95.0

SPReID (RR) [23] 91.0 94.6 96.8 97.7 85.0 89.0 93.3 94.8
Ours (RR) 93.4 95.4 97.6 98.2 89.3 91.7 94.9 96.4

produces a regional soft mask M , which can be represented

as

M = GAP (Masks, p), (7)

where GAP refers to global average pooling operation. GAP
splits Masks into p regional soft masks. And each regional

soft mask Mi is applied to each stripe of feature maps P1 for

generating local feature maps P2,

P i2 =Mi

⊗
P i1. (8)

The regional soft mask Mi is used to weaken the redundant

background noise of local branch, helping improve the perfor-

mance of our ReID model.

D. Implementation Details

We train pose estimation model on COCO dataset by using

the Stacked Hourglass Network. The pose estimation model

generates keypoints of pedestrians for our ReID task. We also

crop input images to remove excess background information

with the help of keypoints. Then we resize the cropped

images to 384×128. And we initialize our base network with

weighting coefficients of our base network pre-trained on

ImageNet dataset [10].

We train our ReID model by using softmax and triplet

losses. We use softmax loss to predict ID of pedestrian, which

turns the ReID task into a classification problem. And it is

formulated as

Lsoft = −log eωyf∑C
k=1 e

ωkf
, (9)

where f is the learned feature of pedestrian, and ωk denotes

weight coefficient of class k. C indicates to the number of

classes. Triplet loss aims to learn the similarity between the

input image pairs, which is used for metric learning. And it is

represented as

Ltrip = −(‖fa − fp‖2 − ‖fa − fn‖2 + α), (10)

where fa, fp and fn are the learned features that are from

anchor sample, positive sample and negative sample respec-

tively. α is a margin parameter, and we set it to 1.2. For the

local branch of HSAN, softmax loss is used for training our

model. And for global branch, the final loss is got by adding

softmax loss and triplet loss.

We use single GPU, set the batch size to 32 and use Adam

optimizer to train our ReID model. Epoch is set to 500. We

set initial learning rate to 2e-4, and we decay it to 2e-5 and

2e-6 progressively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this part, we show the results of our method and compare

its performance with state-of-the-art methods. And ablation

experiment is conducted to show the availability of proposed

attention modules.

A. Datasets and Protocols

Our ReID model and proposed attention modules are e-

valuated on Market-1501 [11], DukeMTMC-ReID [12] and

CUHK03 [13] datasets. See Fig. 1, these datasets present lots

of challenges including viewpoint change, misalignment, oc-

clusion and similar appearance. For the CUHK03 dataset, we

adopt the new division method which is more challenging than

the original method [14]. The new protocol splits CUHK03

dataset, which consist of 767 identities for training set and

700 identities for testing set respectively.

For these datasets, we use the universal evaluation metrics

that are widely employed in many ReID methods. We report

mean Average Precision (mAP) [11] and Cumulated Matching

Characteristics (CMC) [15] for rank-k accuracy to compare

different approaches.

B. Results and Comparisons

Table I shows experimental results of our ReID method

on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID sets. We compare our

method with the state-of-the-art methods for ReID. We report

mAP and Rank-k accuracy for each method. “RR” denotes

carrying out Re-Ranking. In these metrics, mAP and Rank-1

are the main evaluation metrics. As Table I shows, our ReID

model realizes mAP/Rank-1=86.3%/95.0% on Market-1501

dataset and mAP/Rank-1=77.9%/88.1% on DukeMTMC-reID

dataset. It is intuitive to see our ReID model is better than
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Fig. 5. The test curve of our ReID model that is trained on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03 datasets.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS AND OUR REID

MODEL ON CUHK03-NP DATASET.

Method
CUHK03-NP (det) CUHK03-NP (lab)
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

HA-CNN [17] 38.6 41.7 41.0 44.4
MLFN [16] 47.8 52.8 49.2 54.7
TriNet [24] 50.7 55.5 53.8 58.1

PCB+RPP [1] 57.5 63.7 - -
DaRe [18] 59.0 63.3 61.6 66.1
Mancs [22] 60.5 65.5 63.9 69.0
EANet [25] 66.8 72.5 - -

Ours 72.3 76.1 76.7 78.8
Ours (RR) 84.3 83.7 87.6 86.4

previous models on multiple evaluation criteria. We also com-

pare the methods by implementing Re-Ranking [14] operation.

The idea of Re-Ranking is based on the assumption that it is

more possible to be a right match when the images of gallery

set are similar to query image. The comparisons prove that

our HSAN model is better than others on Market-1501 and

DukeMTMC-reID sets.

Table II presents experimental results of ReID model on

CUHK03-NP (det) and CUHK03-NP (lab) datasets. Our H-

SAN model is also compared with state-of-the-art model-

s. And we report mAP and Rank-1 for quantitative com-

parison. As Table II shows, our HSAN model achieves

mAP/Rank-1=72.3%/76.1% on CUHK03-NP (det) dataset and

mAP/Rank-1=76.7%/78.8% on CUHK03-NP (lab) dataset.

Our HSAN model is shown to outperform other models on

CUHK03 dataset.

Figure 5 show the test curve of our HSAN model that

is trained on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03

sets. Each curve corresponds to the experimental results in

the tables above. The abscissa of each graph is the training

epochs. For the test curve, its ordinate is the value of each

evaluative criteria including mAP, Rank-k.

C. Ablation Study

Our ablation experiments are implemented on Market-1501

and DukeMTMC-reID sets. For each ablation experiment, we

strictly control all the hyper-parameters to be consistent. In the

following, we verify the effectivenesses of our PHA module

and RSA module through experimental results.

TABLE III
EFFECTS OF THE PHA AND RSA MODULES. “BASELINE” DENOTES THE

HSAN MODEL WITHOUT PHA AND RSA MODULES.

Method
Market-1501/DukeMTMC-reID

mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10
Baseline 84.9/74.8 93.9/86.0 97.9/92.6 98.8/94.7

Baseline+PHA 85.2/76.2 94.7/86.9 98.0/93.6 98.6/95.2
Baseline+RSA 86.4/75.3 94.7/86.6 98.0/92.7 98.7/94.8

HSAN 86.4/77.9 95.0/88.1 98.0/93.9 98.8/95.9

Table III shows the effects of the PHA and RSA modules

on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID sets. We mainly focus

on mAP and Rank-1 metrics that are widely used for ReID

task. The baseline model is our HSAN model without PHA

and RSA modules. Compared to the results of baseline model,

the PHA module achieves mAP/Rank-1=0.3%/0.8% rise on

Market-1501 dataset and mAP/Rank-1=1.4%/0.9% rise on

DukeMTMC-reID dataset. The PHA module produces more

benefits on DukeMTMC-reID dataset than it does on the

Market-1501 set. Because the DukeMTMC-reID set is more

complex and noisy than Market-1501, it means that our PHA

module is adaptive and robust to complex environments.

Compared to the results of baseline model, the RSA mod-

ule achieves mAP/Rank-1=1.5%/0.8% rise on Market-1501

dataset and mAP/Rank-1=0.5%/0.6% rise on DukeMTMC-

reID set. It indicates that our RSA module can improve

effectiveness of ReID task. From Table III, we can further

see that our HSAN model combining PHA and RSA modules

performs better than using single one on most evaluation

metrics. These experimental results prove HSAN method is

effective.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a Hard/Soft hybrid Attention Net-

work (HSAN) that combines pose information and attention

mechanism for ReID task. The HSAN model is a network

structure that combines hard attention and soft attention. The

hard attention produced by Pose-guided Hard Attention (PHA)

module is used to enhance the foreground information. And

soft attention produced by Regional Soft Attention (RSA)

module is used to extract reliable feature and locate dis-

criminative region. Extensive experiments on multiple datasets
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demonstrate performance of our method. In future work, we

will apply our approach to more powerful CNN backbone

structures such as ResNet-101 and DenseNet, and integrate

the ReID model into other computer vision tasks, e.g., multi-

target tracking.
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